Introduction
For assessing the human exposure to electromagnetic field, measurements will especially aimed strength(power, amplitude) field as the most relevant parameter. Since the exposure comes from many sources, environmental and occupational, its power will be a resultant of powers fields that propagate in several directions. In this respect, can be performed two types of measurements with specific devices: measuring broadband (with devices that detect signals in a wide range of frequencies) and measuring the selected frequency. It will also be taken into account the two main components of the electromagnetic field:
 reactive component that relates to the energy stored in the vicinity of the source region and is responsible for effects on humans. This region is located around the source, up to a distance of approx. 0.2 m -2 m (near field region). The measurements in the near field region are difficult, because even the introduction of probe for measuring may change substantially the field value;
 radiative component is found at greater distances from one wavelength (far-field region), where electromagnetic wave can be described as a plane wave, the ratio of the electric field and magnetic field strength is constant. This feature makes sufficient measurement of one component of the field.
Between the two regions characterized by two components there is a transition zone, dominated by radiative component. Because the wavelength is inversely proportional to the frequency, these regions vary considerably, from 1 mm to 100 km in the radiofrequency band. For example, higher frequency of 300 MHz (<1 m) population exposure occurs in the far field region, unless that person is coming from a distance of one meter (1 m) source. Generally, the effects produced on humans, for near and far field, are:
• Non-thermal effects can occur due to many interactions between different components of the electric field and biological tissue
• Thermal effects can occur due to electrical conductivity of most biological tissues. To characterize the thermal effects are relevant following parameters:
-The conductivity of biological tissue:
-SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) power absorbed per unit mass of tissue: Specific to low frequency radiation (electromagnetic field) it is used the term of nonionization radiation which is referred to a radiation that has enough energy to move atoms in a molecule around or cause them to vibrate, but not enough to remove electrons. Examples of this kind of radiation are radio frequency, visible light, and microwaves. Ionization radiation is referred to a radiation range that has enough energy to remove tightly bound electrons from atoms, thus creating ions. Examples of this kind of radiation are X-rays and Gamma rays [1] . Electromagnetic waves cover a wide range of frequencies and wavelengths, which is called the electromagnetic spectrum and comprises ionizing, optical and non-ionizing radiations. The nonionizing radiation is further subdivided into static fields (0 Hz), extremely low frequency fields (ELF), intermediate frequency fields (IF), and radio frequency fields and microwaves (RF). Scientists of the International Electromagnetic Fields Alliance (IEMFA), recommend reduced exposure limits for electromagnetic radiation from power lines and telecommunications technologies [2] . They recommend that global governments should adopt lower exposure guide-lines to protect current public health and that of future generations. The new recommended value is 0.1 µT which is approximately 1000 -10,000 times lower than the cur-rent ICNIRP/IEEE standards [2, 3] . They conclude that the ICNIRP/IEEE public safety limits are inadequate and obsolete with respect to the prolonged, low intensity exposures that are common today. 2.Measurements of low frequency electromagnetic field with Spectrum Analyzer NF-5030. To perform a correct and relevant measurement of electromagnetic field intensity must be taken into account: -Compatibility of the measuring apparatus with monitored sources bandwidth; -Measuring in three orthogonal directions at each point; -Taking into account the fact that measurements are altered by the probe in the near field region; -Performing measurements at several points of the location, an ambient measurement and more measurements in the proximity of sources. Examples for possible analysis and measurements within frequency range (1Hz -30MHz): traction power; power lines and cables; EMC compliance tests: EN55011, EN55022, EN55014, EN61000-6-3, 61800-3 C1, ICNIRP, VDE0848; transformers; power supplies and harmonics; TFT and LCD monitors and TVs; solar panels; magnetic resonance tomograph; 135kHz RFID; DSL, ADSL, VDSL Spectran NF -5030 specification:
• a) Real analysis. In a certain frequency range, the individuals signals and their respective strengths are being broken down, for example into a "bargraph" display. The height of the individual bars represents the corresponding signal strength. For the 3 strongest signal sources, the spectrum analyzer can automatically displays the frequency and signal level, thanks to its "Auto Marker" feature. In the EMF (LF) spectrum shown in fig. 1 , a frequency range of approx. 20Hz to 60Hz from left to right is being analysed. During analysis, the Auto Marker feature has determined -fully automatic -three main signal sources. With long-term data logging using spectrum analyzer, the daily variation of exposure can be recorded and analysed. Thus, the actual total exposure can be evaluated precisely. Magnetic field data are presented in figure 2 and for electric field in figure 3, in real time (a) or recorded (b). With this functionality, it can even be discovered sporadic EMC problems which would otherwise be very hard to detect.
a.
b. Fig. 2 Magnetic field data a.
b. Fig. 3 Electric field data c) Exposure limits The indispensable, highly complex calculation of frequency-dependant exposure limits can only be performed conforming to standards by a spectrum analyser with high-performance software. They can calculate even several authoritative exposure limits, precautionary limits and recommendations (simply selectable via a button) and display these as a practical bargraph display (including convergence display in percent!), while the measurement is running.
Fig. 4 Graphic display of frequencydependant exposure limits
The ICNIRP exposure limit has been chosen among the various available exposure limits in figure 4 . The spectrum analizer now automatically
